CONSUMER AWARENESS CHECKLIST

ACCOUNT # ____________________

I/We ________________________, accept all responsibility for the condition, mechanical or otherwise of the, ________________________________, I/we have chosen to purchase from ________________________________.
I/we have personally driven and have checked the mechanical condition of said vehicle, and I/we are satisfied with the results.
I/we promise to solely accept responsibility of the vehicles condition, and promise not to hold anyone else responsible for my/our decision.
I/we will not hold Arrow Finance Co. responsible for the vehicles mechanical condition.
I/we have not filed for, or spoke to, an attorney regarding bankruptcy anytime in the last 90 days. I/we have no future intentions of filing bankruptcy.
I/we will not hold Arrow Finance Co. responsible where a false promise or misrepresentation is made regarding the purchase of vehicle by seller.
I/we accept responsibility for obtaining a passed emissions and a passed safety inspection, if one or both are required.

__________________________ date ____________________________
Signature date

__________________________
Signature (Dealer) date

__________________________ date ____________________________
Signature date

__________________________
Witness date
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